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A new approach to the study of the local organization in amorphous polymer materials is presented. The 
method couples neutron diffraction experiments that explore the structure on the spatial scale 1-20 A with 
the reverse Monte Carlo fitting procedure to predict structures that accurately represent the experimental 
scattering results over the whole momentum transfer range explored. Molecular mechanics and molecular 
dynamics techniques are also used to produce atomistic models independently from any experimental input, 
thereby providing a test of the viability of the reverse Monte Carlo method in generating realistic models 
for amorphous polymeric systems. An analysis of the obtained models in terms of single chain properties 
and of orientational correlations between chain segments is presented. We show the viability of the method 
with data from molten polyethylene. The analysis derives a model with average C-C and C-H bond lengths 
of 1.55,~ and 1.1 A respectively, average backbone valence angle of 112:, a torsional angle distribution 
characterized by a fraction oftrans conformers of 0.67 and, finally, a weak interchain orientational correlation 
at around 4 A. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

The determination of the local organization of amorphous 
polymers remains to date a difficult and challenging 
endeavour. The application of techniques that have 
demonstrated a high level of success in explaining the 
structure of liquids composed of small rigid molecules is 
made rather difficult and unclear when the system of 
interest is composed of long molecules, characterized by 
conformational flexibility L2. This is valid both from an 
experimental and a computational point of view. It is 
clear that even for molten polyethylene (PE), chemically 
the simplest polymer that is available, a great deal of 
discussion is still taking place in the literature, in an effort 
to establish the basis for analysis methods that will be 
suitable for more complex and more interesting polymeric 
materials. 

Previous X-ray diffraction experiments 3 indicated the 
random coil nature of the PE chains in the melt, which 
were shown to be characterized by an irregular distri- 
bution of trans and gauche conformations, with about 
40% gauche states, and which did not appear to exhibit 
extended conformations. These results confirmed earlier 
small angle neutron scattering 4"s investigations, as well as 
theoretical predictions 6. Similar conclusions were reached 
more recently by wide angle X-ray 7'8 and neutron 9 
diffraction investigations. Furthermore,  an interesting 
analysis of experimental data in terms of the recently 
developed polymer reference interaction site model 
(PRISM) I° '~ allows a calculation of the intrachain 
correlations to be performed; by subtracting this from 
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the total measured structure factor, a separation of the 
interchain contribution is then achieved 8"~2. The short- 
comings of this approach arise from the indirect fashion 
by which important structural information is obtained. 
Different models for the polymer chain are simul- 
taneously utilized on different chain length scales and 
Flory's 'ideality' postulate 13 has to be invoked to ensure 
the independence of intra and interchain correlations. 

In the modelling realm the situation is somewhat 
similar. In recent years there has been a great deal of 
interest in applying atomistic simulation techniques to 
obtain models of macromolecules using both Monte 
Carlo 1"~'~5 and molecular dynamics ~6'17 approaches. 
However, due to the enormous range of lengths and time 
scales that need to be accessed in such systems, the task 
has been demonstrated not to be easy and straight- 
forward. The convergence of these simulation algorithms 
has been achieved at the expense of a realistic treatment 
of the macromolecules at the level of the chemical 
structure. Rather crude and simplified treatments of the 
intra and intermolecular interactions have been put 
forward, in which groups of successive chemical monomers 
have been taken together to form effective segments, in 
a "coarse grain' approach, thereby averaging out all 
interesting information at the molecular level. Only 
recently has attention shifted towards simulations of 
small groups of monomers ~8-2°. These investigations 
access structural information on the spatial scale of the 
persistence length of the chain. In the case of PE, the 
models thus obtained are successful in predicting a 
number of properties but are still unrealistic on the 
chemical bond length scale. 
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In this paper we report a new study of molten PE, 
which couples experimental neutron diffraction over a 
wide momentum transfer range with modelling techniques. 
Starting from an initial polymer configuration, we have 
used the reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) approach to obtain 
a structural representation of PE exclusively from 
experimental information. The realistic character of the 
obtained model has been determined by an analysis of 
both its single chain and its bulk properties, which are 
consistent with results in the literature, when available. 
We have also explored the possible existence of interchain 
orientational correlations, previously predicted theoretic- 
ally but never observed experimentally. On the other 
hand, we have compared this modelling strategy with 
dense PE structures generated by entirely different 
atomistic modelling techniques, namely molecular mech- 
anics and molecular dynamics, which are totally indepen- 
dent from experimental data. The structures provided by 
the two different routes are characterized by very similar 
properties and represent with equal accuracy the experi- 
mental results over all length scales. In essence we have 
validated the force field used in the molecular dynamics 
procedure to generate these structures. We have thus 
achieved the twofold purpose of showing the viability of 
RMC as a tool for the structural investigation of 
amorphous polymers and of obtaining, we believe for the 
first time, a complete model for molten PE. 

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION THEORY 

Thermal neutrons can exchange both energy and 
momentum with the system in study, due to their 
wavelength and energy characteristics. However, if the 
incoming neutron energy is large compared to the typical 
values of energy exchange with the system, the collision 
can be considered elastic, and hence Ikrl =lkil, where ki 
and k r are the wave vectors characterizing the incident 
and scattered neutron respectively. This constitutes the 
so-called static approximation. 

The amplitude of the momentum transfer Q = k r -  k i is 
then given by the relationship Q = 4rt sin 0/2, 20 being the 
scattering angle and ). the incident neutron wavelength. 

The measured intensity is proportional to the differen- 
tial scattering cross-section, which in turn can be related 
to the static structure factor S(Q) characterizing the 
system. In the simple case of a disordered system 
composed of N identical nuclei, the differential scattering 
cross-section is given by the following relationship: 

da 
- Nb2S(Q) (1) 

df~ 

where b is the scattering amplitude of the identical nuclei. 
S(Q) is defined as the spatial Fourier transform of the 
atomic pairwise correlations functions: 

fo o S(Q) = 1 + Po [g(r)-  1] e ;Q' dr (2) 

where Po is the average density of the system and g(r) is 
the pair distribution function, expressing the probability 
that there exists an atom at a distance r from the origin 
atom. The radial distribution function and, similarly, S(Q) 
are split into partial terms for systems containing more 
than one chemical species. 

The structure factor S(Q) is readily determined from 

the experiment (equation (1)), while a model structure 
factor can be easily derived (equation (2)) if the coordinates 
of the atoms within the model are known. Hence one 
approach to structural analysis is to devise an algorithm 
for the generation of atomistic models which are quanti- 
tatively evaluated by comparison of their calculated 
structure factor with the experimentally derived S(Q). 
This approach forms the basis of the present work. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The deuterated linear PE was obtained from MSD 
Isotopes, Canada. The deuteration level was 99%; a 
g.p.c, measurement gave average molecular weights 
Mw=205000 and M,=58000, with a polydispersity 
equal to 3.5. The material was sintered at room 
temperature to produce a flat pellet of thickness 0.8 mm. 
The specimen was contained in a heated TiZr can; the 
temperature of the sample was homogeneous within 1 °C. 

The experiment was performed on the novel time-of- 
flight diffractometer SANDALS at the ISIS facility 
(Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, UK), whose principle 
of operation is described in detail elsewhere2L The 
usefulness of this diffractometer for the study of the local 
structure in polymeric materials has been outlined 
elsewhere 22. Measurements, performed in high vacuum 
at 145°C, lasted about 10 h. The sample was checked after 
the measurements and it did not show any signs of 
oxidation or degradation. The diffractometer provided 
information over a broad and continuous momentum 
transfer range, Q~0.2-50A -t.  In order to test the 
reproducibility of the instrument, measurements were 
performed in successive 2 h runs which were individually 
checked and compared with each other before being 
summed together. 

For each one of the 10 detector banks, the raw data 
were normalized for the incident beam flux and calibrated 
with a standard fiat plate vanadium sample. Corrections 
were made for absorption, multiple scattering and 
self-scattering contributions. Data from the different 
detector banks were finally merged together and the total 
structure factor S(Q) was obtained. This data reduction 
was performed with the ATLAS suite of programs 
available at ISIS for the analysis of time-of-flight 
diffraction data 23. 

GENERATION OF ATOMIC COORDINATES 
FOR THE INITIAL MODEL 

The starting three-dimensional model for PE was 
generated with a commercial materials simulation pack- 
age, Quanta by Molecular Simulations Inc. The calcu- 
lations were performed on a Silicon Graphics 4D/35 
workstation. 

Bulk PE specimens were created by growing a single 
PE chain in a unit cell, subject to periodic boundary 
conditions. A 700 CH2 monomers chain was grown in 
an amorphous structure in a cubic box, whose dimensions 
were determined by the required bulk density. We grew 
our samples at the real bulk density of PE, i.e. 0.85 gcm- 3. 
This corresponded to a cell dimension of 27.67 A. 

The amorphous growth algorithm employed was very 
similar to that previously reported in the literature by 
Fan et a124"25. The polymer is generated by placing one 
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repeat unit, or residue, at a time, until the complete chain 
is packed in the cell. The placement of each residue is 
governed by the energy of the system: the conformation 
resulting from the addition of the new residue is accepted 
or rejected based upon one of a few possible energy 
selection criteria. The process could be viewed as one in 
which the unit cell is surrounded by periodic images of 
itself; once the chain reaches a cell boundary, it becomes 
truncated and its mirror image starts growing on the 
opposite side of the cell. 

In more detail, torsion angles are assigned values by 
random sampling, according to a rotational isomeric 
state (RIS) model, representing the equilibrium confor- 
mational states of the polymer. The RIS model is only 
used as a convenient strategy to build chains in very 
different conformations depending upon the statistical 
weights assigned to the torsional angles. Thus the 
configurational space is widely explored in terms of the 
population of rotational states and its distribution. By 
using this method, we built several models characterized 
by very different initial conformations; however, such 
structural differences disappeared once we subjected the 
amorphous samples to relaxation procedures yielding 
equilibrated structures, as will be shown later. 

The energy added through the placement of each 
residue is then computed. This energy considers all 
interactions of the residue with respect to itself and to 
the periodic images of all previously placed residues. The 
minimum image convention chooses atom pairs with the 
lowest separation; only non-bonded interactions within a 
specified cutoff distance are considered. In our case the 
value chosen for this distance was 14,~; this value was 
estimated from the breadth of the main interchain peak 
measured at 1.3/~ -1 in previous X-ray diffraction 
experiments. Since the minimum distance allowed for two 
non-bonded atoms is the sum of the van der Waals radii 
of the atoms, the growth process is extremely facilitated 
if the van der Waals radii of all atoms are reduced by a 
common factor. We used van der Waals radii that were 
70% of their real values. 

It should be noted in this respect that an alternative 
common trick to facilitate the growth process consists in 
the elimination of all hydrogen atoms in the structure. 
Since we were interested in a model that could predict 
all the possible local structural correlations present in 
the experimental diffraction pattern, we decided not to 
follow this route; we built a complete PE chain, inclusive 
of its hydrogen atoms. 

Once the energy of the newly added residue is 
computed, a selection criterion is applied to determine 
whether or not the conformation is acceptable. Although 
in our case several models were built corresponding to 
different selection criteria, the resulting structures did not 
seem to depend crucially on the chosen criterion. The 
results that we will present here correspond to a 
Boltzmann selection approach. This implements the 
Metropolis algorithm: if the new conformation is of lower 
energy, then it is selected; if it is of higher energy, it is 
accepted with probability equal to the Boltzmann factor 
exp(-AE/kBT), where T is the temperature of the system, 
k a is the Boltzmann constant and AE is the energy 
difference between current and previous conformations. 
If the conformation is rejected, the random placing 
process is continued until the new conformation is 
accepted or a specified maximum number of trials (in our 

case 50) has been reached. In this last, case, the previous 
residue is erased and randomly placed again, according 
to a procedure called 'backtracking'. 

For each chosen growth strategy, we generated five 
structures in order to obtain suitable statistics for the 
ensuing analysis. The structure generated by the described 
procedure is in a high energy state, and therefore 
unrealistic, mainly due to the steric interactions related 
to non-bonded van der Waals forces. 

REVERSE MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE 

The dense PE model obtained with the technique 
described in the previous section was used as starting 
configuration in an RMC calculation 26. The basic idea 
of this method is the modification of the initial three- 
dimensional configuration of the system to fit experi- 
mental diffraction data, following an algorithm that is a 
variation of the standard Monte Carlo procedure. We 
will summarize the salient points of the method, which 
is described in detail elsewhere 27. 

Given a starting configuration, if SE(Qi) and SC(Q;) are 
the experimentally measured and calculated structure 
factors respectively, the difference between them is: 

ei = SE(QI) -- sc(oi) (3) 

which has a probability: 

p(ei ) = 1 . . . . .  e ,,,,2,~ to,I (4) 
, , / ~ o ( g , )  

where cr(Qi) is the standard deviation of the normal 
distribution. The corresponding total probability for aH 
the Qi points is: 

"Q _ (  1 "]m~'e_ ET,,,,,,: 2,~:,q,, P =/__[-I p ( e i ) - \ - - ~ & /  (5) 

where mQ is the number of Q~ points in S e and it is: 

= or((?,.) 
L i = I  

Writing the exponent in equation (5): 

,.~ [SC(Q3_ SE(Qh] 2 
Z 2= Z (6) 

,= 1 ~r2(Qh 

we have Pocexp( - z2 /2 )  and it is immediately obvious 
that Z2/2 in RMC plays the role of U/knT in the 
Metropolis Monte Carlo methodology. 

The most important feature of this method is its 
independence from an interatomic potential, unlike 
standard atomistic modelling techniques. In this case the 
simulation is completely driven by the quality of the fit 
of the scattering calculated from the model to the 
experimental data. From the initial configuration the Zo 
between model and experimental S(Q) is evaluated. The 
structure is then modified by a random move of one 
atom. This move is subject both to constraints imposed 
on the coordination number and the bond length of each 
atom type and to the requirements of a fixed density and 
an excluded volume (the last condition being achieved 
through the assignment of closest distances of approach 
for all atom types). The model structure factor is 
recalculated and the new ~2 is obtained. If •2 <Zo 2, the 
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move is accepted. If ~ >Z~, the move is accepted with 
probability exp[-C(,2-;(02)/2], otherwise it is rejected. 
The procedure is repeated until Z 2 reaches an equilibrium 
value around which it oscillates. 

Key ingredients of the procedure are the maximum 
allowed size of each random move d and the chosen 
standard deviation a. The parameter d determines both 
the ratio of accepted to rejected moves and the amount 
of change in the structure with each move. For polymeric 
materials it is preferable to choose small move sizes, to 
ensure the preservation of chain connectivity and allow a 
reasonable number of moves to be accepted. This has the 
consequence of causing small structural changes, with 
the possibility of trapping some of the atoms in local 
arrangements. The problem is reduced if the starting 
configuration approximates a random structure, rather 
than, for instance, an ordered arrangement such as a 
crystalline one. 

The standard deviation a is also, to a certain extent, 
a parameter of the simulation. From the previous analogy 
z2=U/kaT, it follows that cr=kaT. Therefore a is 
analogous to a temperature. A typical value for a is the 
experimental error. However, if the simulation runs into 
a local minimum, a can be increased and reduced again 
later on, once the structural configuration has moved 
away from this minimum. 

RMC constitutes an attractive methodology for the 
production of structural models of disordered systems 
from diffraction data, due both to the lack of a priori 
assumptions on the interatomic potential for the system 
of interest and to the fact that all the available structural 
data are used in the simulation rather than just particular 
features. The quality of the structural configuration 
obtained is obviously dependent on the accuracy of the 
experimental data. It is also to be stressed that certainly 
the model to which the RMC calculation converges does 
not necessarily correspond to the unique, lowest energy 
configuration of the system of interest; it does, however, 
represent one possible structural picture, which is a 
realistic one in so far as it correctly predicts the 
experimentally measured properties of the material. In 
order to assess the energy characteristics of this model, 
we need expressions relating the various interactions, i.e. 
the force fields used in other atomistic approaches. We 
have deliberately excluded such input from the RMC 
approach so as to be able to compare directly structures 
which fit the experimental data with those produced from 
simulation using force fields that were derived from 
collated data. The RMC offers the possibility of effectively 
validating the force fields used in predictive atomistic 
modelling. 

RMC was originally developed for the study of fluids 
and glassy systems and is not yet optimized for polymeric 
materials. In spite of this, the technique has proved 
extremely successful, as we will show, in the structural 
analysis of PE. Application to more complex polymers 
will certainly require tailoring of the RMC computational 
procedures to the realm of macromolecules. 

CONVENTIONAL ATOMISTIC M O D E L L I N G  
TECHNIQUE 

Our second approach to the data interpretation has 
followed an entirely different and independent route, 
based on conventional atomistic methods. We made use 

of the CHARMm modelling package, from Harvard 
University, running on the same Silicon Graphics 
workstation that was employed in the RMC calculations. 

Usually the structure generated by the amorphous 
growth procedure described above is, as mentioned 
earlier, in a high energy state. We therefore relaxed such 
a structure to a more realistic conformation. We achieved 
this by first performing a molecular mechanics minimiza- 
tion on it. This was done by using the CHARMm force 
field and minimization methods 28. Subsequently, to 
avoid having a system trapped in a metastable high 
energy local minimum, we submitted it to a short 
CHARMm constant volume molecular dynamics (MD) 
run 2a. The run was composed of the three typical steps 
of heating to the temperature at which the experiment 
was performed, equilibration at that temperature and, 
finally, production. Each step lasted 5 ps. The time step 
was 0.001 ps. A monitor of the temperature and energy 
profile during the run permitted the evolution of the MD 
simulation to be followed and the achievement of 
equilibrium to be confirmed, as will be discussed in the 
next section. 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the experimental structure factor S(Q) 
obtained for PE at T =  145°C, after data reduction and 
conversion of the scattering function units to those of a 
coherent scattering intensity per atom. This result is in 
good agreement with the data reported in the literature °. 
The scattering pattern below 2A-1 is determined by 
interchain correlations, whereas intrachain interactions 
are reflected in the remaining portion of the S(Q) 
spectrum 3. The availability of reliable data up to 35 A- 1, 
due to the pulsed character of the ISIS neutron beam, 
allows an accurate determination of the geometric 
parameters characterizing the chain, such as bond lengths 
and valence angles, and of the single chain preferential 
conformation. We have previously developed a detailed 
quantitative analysis methodology that extracts single 
chain properties from diffraction data taken over a wide 
Q range. We have applied this procedure to the case 
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Figure 1 Experimental static structure factor S(Q) of deuterated PE 
at T=  145~C, as a function or exchanged momentum Q, after data 
normalization and reduction. Experimental error bars are shown 
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of poly(tetrafluoroethylene) 29 and we have shown its 
accuracy. We are currently working on the application 
of this single chain technique to the data of Figure 1 (an 
alternative approach to the analysis of the high-Q portion 
of the PE neutron diffraction pattern is given in ref. 9). 

The amorphous growth procedure was performed with 
different choices of parameters to yield PE chains 
characterized by varying conformations, as mentioned 
earlier. The resulting chain topologies were extremely 
different one from the other, ranging from chains 
characterized by completely coiled and randomly arranged 
segments (fraction of trans torsions = 0.3) to straight and 
almost parallel segments (fraction of trans torsions = 0.9). 
This ensured that the starting models represented widely 
spaced points in the possible configurational space. 

In correspondence of each type of topology, generated 
using different statistical weights for the rotational states, 
five similar structures were generated and the structure 
factor averaged over these five configurations. 

The structures were then relaxed with the minimization 
procedures described above. Figure 2a shows the energy 
profile of a typical MD run. As can be seen, the total 
energy, increasing during the heating phase, slowly varies 
to finally settle, at the latest stages of the simulation, 
around a constant value, indicating that the structure 
has equilibrated. The process of structural relaxation was 
closely monitored by saving the model's atomic co- 
ordinates at regular time intervals and by evaluating, at 
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Figure 2 Analysis of a typical MD run: energy profile (a) and 7. 2 (b) 
as functions of MD simulation time, The energies in (a), on a logarithmic 
scale, are normalized for the average final energy E l 

each intermediate configuration, the deviation of the 
expected structure factor from the experimental S(Q) 
in terms of the X 2 parameter defined in equation (6). 
Figure 2b shows the behaviour of X z as a function of 
simulation time during the MD run. As can be seen, 
equilibrium is reached also from a structural point of 
view, although the X 2 behaviour shows that the process 
of structural relaxation towards equilibrium is slower 
than that indicated by the energy evolution of the system. 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the predicted behaviour of 
S(Q) from one of the atomistic models that were produced, 
at the three main generation stages discussed above, i.e. 
initial amorphous growth (Figure 3), molecular mechanics 
minimization (Figure 4) and MD run (Figure 5). This 
particular model corresponded to an initially rather 
coiled structure, with a fraction of the trans conformers 
of 0.34. 

As can be seen, the starting model does not represent 
the experimental results very well (Figure 3). The peaks 
in the intrachain correlations region (Q>2.0A -t) are 
qualitatively reproduced, but their shape and intensity 
are rather misrepresented; as to the first, the interchain 
peak that appears as a dominant feature in the 
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Figure  3 Typical model prediction of the structure factor S(Q) 
characterizing a PE structure generated by amorphous growth in a 
cubic box (solid line). Symbols are neutron scattering experimental 
results, shown for comparison 
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Figure 4 Model prediction of S(Q) after CHARMm minimization of 
Ihe model structure of Figure 3. Key as in Figure 3 
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Figure 5 Model prediction of S(Q) after MD simulation of the model 
structure of Figure 4. Key as in Figure 3 
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after (a) initial amorphous growth and (b) MD run 
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Distribution of backbone torsional angles for model structure 

experimental pattern, is completely absent in the model, 
indicating a gross distortion of chain packing effects. 

As the model structure is relaxed with the techniques 
described earlier and the temperature of the specimen is 
taken into consideration, the predicted structure factor 
approaches the experimental results (Figures 4 and 5). It 
is to be noted that structures corresponding to very 
different initial conformations, due to different choices of 
ingredients in the amorphous growth, tend to configura- 

tions with essentially the same structural characteristics 
once the specimen is subjected to these relaxation 
procedures. This is indicated not only by the fact that 
the model structure factors reproduce equally well the 
experimental data, but also by the close similarity of the 
model chains when examined in terms of the distributions 
of bond lengths, valence angles and torsional angles. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of torsional angles for 
the model at the end of the amorphous growth (Figure 
6a) and after the MD run (Figure 6b). The corresponding 
structure factors are the ones shown in Figures 3 and 5, 
respectively. As can be seen, the model evolves from a 
very coiled chain to a more uncoiled one, characterized 
by a trans state and two gauche states, at +__ 120 °, with a 
fraction of trans torsion equal to 0.67. These results are 
comparable to the ones deduced from previous X-ray 3"7'a 
and neutron diffraction 9 studies. 

We have also analysed the orientational correlations 
between chain segments. The orientational order para- 
meter has been calculated as sketched in Figure 7. Chain 
segments (i and j in Figure 7) are identified by three 
backbone atoms. 'Directors' are then associated to each 
segment and the distance rij between each pair of chain 
segments is calculated. The orientational order parameter 
f(r), averaged over all chain segments, is finally evaluated: 

f ,  , / 3  cos 2 c~.j-- 1 

Figure 8 shows a plot o f f ( r )  as a function of r. In Figure 
8a we represent the behaviour of the orientationa] 
correlations for the init ial growth structure; Figure 8b 
shows the final result after the M D  run. The most 
prominent features of these curves, i.e. the first three 
narrow peaks, merely represent intrachain correlations 
arising from regularities within the chain; as such, they 
are of no particular relevance in the present work. 
Interchain orientational correlations are expected to give 
rise to broad peaks. As can be seen, the initial model 
(Figure 8a) does not present any such orientational 
correlations. However, the model that correctly predicts 
the structure factor corresponds to a structure endowed 
with a certain degree of short range orientational 
correlation on a distance scale of about 4 A (the broad 

• " segment J 

segment 

Figure 7 Schematic representation of the method utilized to evaluate 
chain orientational correlations 
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Figure 8 Orientational correlation function fir) as a function of 
distance r for model structure after la) initial amorphous growth and 
(b) MD run 
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peak of Figure 8b). This result is in agreement with earlier 
X-ray investigations 3"3° and model predictions 3L32, 
although recently reported diffraction experiments have 
not been able to either give indications for it or rule it 
out 7. This level of orientational correlations may be 
thought of as arising from an excluded volume effect 
around the near-neighbour chain segments. 

The model chain initially obtained from the amorphous 
growth (whose structure factor is represented in Figure 
3) was used as the starting structure for the RMC 
procedure. Constraints on the C-C and C-H bond length 
as well as on the C and H coordination numbers were 
imposed. The closest distances of approach for the two 
atom types were chosen as about 90% of their known 
distance. The correctness of these values was checked by 
ensuring that the calculated radial distribution functions 
did not present either sharp cutoffs or spikes in the low 
r region. A standard deviation tr of 1%, close to the 
estimated experimental error, was chosen. 

The X 2 minimization was performed on a 700 points 
dataset over the Q range 0.5-35/~,-~. The calculated 
g 2 was constantly monitored; both the coordinates of 
the model and the corresponding structure factor were 
saved periodically in order to test the progress of the 
calculation. Z 2 decreased till it reached a saturation value 
after about 3 x l07 total moves. The fraction of accepted 
moves was found to be 4%. The stability of g 2 was at 
this point verified by letting the calculation proceed for 

0.2 

b 

z 0.1 

i i i 

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

C-H bond  length [A] 

Figure 10 Features of the model structure resulting from the RMC 
fitting procedure: (a) C-C bond length distribution and (b) C-H bond 
length distribution 

a further 6 x l06 moves. At this point the calculation was 
terminated. Figure 9 shows the structure factor of the 
resulting model and its comparison with the experimental 
data. The fit is remarkably good over the whole Q range 
explored, as is inherent in the procedure. An analysis of 
the model structure in terms of distribution of bond 
lengths, valence angles, torsional angles and orientational 
correlations between chain segments, analogous to the 
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Figure 11 Features of the model structure resulting from the RMC 
fitting procedure: (a) C-C-C valence angle distribution and (b) C-C-H 
valence angle distribution 
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Figure 12 Features of the model structure resulting from the RMC 
fitting procedure: (a) distribution of backbone torsional angles and (b) 
orientational correlation function f(r) rersus distance r 

one performed on the atomistic model, revealed a local 
arrangement of the chain completely similar to the one 
obtained from the alternative atomistic route, after the 
MD simulation. Figures I0, 11 and 12 show the results 
of this analysis. The C-C (Figure lOa) and C-H  (Figure 
lOb) bond length distributions, as well as the C - C - C  
(Figure l la) and C - C - H  (Figure lib) valence angle 
distributions, are acceptably narrow and can be con- 
sidered representative of a macromolecular chain. As a 
comparison, Figure 13 shows the two valence angle 
distributions for the chain generated by the atomistic 
model of Figure 5. While the distribution of C - C - H  
bond angles generated by RMC (Figure llb) is some- 
what broader than the one expected and indeed predicted 
by atomistic modelling (Figure 13b), the backbone valence 
angles resulting from the RMC structure are charac- 
terized by a clearly more realistic distribution of values 
(Figure lla) than the one generated by the MD simulation 
(Figure 13a). 

The backbone torsional angle distribution (Figure 12a) 
and the orientational correlations between chain segments 
(Figure 12b) are strikingly similar to the ones shown in 
Figures 6b and 8b, indicating a somewhat unexpected 
convergence of the models from the two independent 
techniques. This is a remarkable result if, as previously 
mentioned, it is considered that there are no ingredients 
to the RMC recipe apart from simple geometric parameter 

constraints that have the only scope of preventing the 
input structure evolving towards extremely unrealistic 
configurations. 

In the amorphous growth/MD modelling procedure it 
is necessary to define a theoretical force field to be used in 
the simulation; the simulation itself can be regarded as 
a process of relaxation of the chain configuration towards 
a stable and low energy condition, always within the 
limits imposed by the force field itself. As far as the 
modelling procedure is concerned, the outcome will be 
in itself correct, if the structure has been given the 
opportunity to properly evolve towards an equilibrium 
condition. However, the comparison with experimental 
data is fundamental in establishing whether this resulting 
structure is not only correct but also realistic. An 
atomistic model that predicts the correct experimental 
results and that displays reasonable conformational 
properties for the system under investigation can be 
considered an acceptable representation of reality. Since 
the model for PE generated by our MD simulation 
follows these lines, as we have shown, we are confident 
that the procedure we utilized and the force field we chose 
are appropriate in realistically describing the very local 
structure of this polymer. This is not necessarily true for 
other macromolecules: since the expressions for the 
existing force fields are normally parameterized using 
small-molecule data, the only way to establish the validity 
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Figure 13 Features of the model structure resulting from the MD 
simulation (Figure 5): la) C-C-C valence angle distribution and (b) 
C-C-H valence angle distribution 

of any given potential for a particular polymer system is 
a close coupling between modelling procedure and 
experiment. 

With RMC, however, there is no theoretical a priori  
input in the procedure. All the information needed to 
build a realistic picture of the system of interest is 
obtained from its diffraction pattern. The structural 
configuration to which RMC converges represents a 
chain conformation and, implicitly, a force field which 
were unknown at the beginning of the process and which 
have been directly extracted from experimental diffraction 
data. Whilst this does not ensure uniqueness of the 
obtained model, it certainly guarantees its reliability. We 
are currently exploring the possibility of an explicit 
determination of appropriate force field parameters by 
fits of the bond lengths and bond angle distributions 
obtained by the RMC procedure. Although the analytical 
form of the force field would be chosen a priori, the force 
field parameters thus extracted would be experimental in 
nature. 

Despite the lack of optimization of the R MC approach 
to the study of polymeric samples, our results indicate 
clearly, we believe, the potential and power that this 
analysis route can have for a microscopic understanding 
of polymeric materials. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this preliminary investigation we have shown the 

potential of the RMC procedure coupled with 'wide angle' 
diffraction experiments in the prediction of accurate bulk 
models of amorphous polymers. The model obtained for 
molten PE is reliable insofar as it accurately represents 
the experimental neutron diffraction results over the 
whole spatial region explored. The model polymer has 
the expected single chain properties and furthermore 
shows for the first time the onset of minimal orientational 
correlations on the basis of experimental data. This is 
achieved with a relatively inexpensive investment of 
computer ttme. 

On the other hand, the success of the conventional 
atomistic modelling route in producing a model structure 
that converges, in its properties, with the one obtained by 
RMC confirms the reliability of RMC, besides showing 
the usefulness of molecular mechanics and molecular 
dynamics in the prediction of short range orientational 
correlations in amorphous polymers. 

We believe that the success of the RMC procedure 
shown in this work constitutes a step forward in the 
establishment of quantitatively accurate data analysis 
techniques for the investigation of the local structure in 
amorphous polymers, at least for simple materials such 
as PE. 

We are currently exploring the optimization of RMC 
to the study of macromolecules and the extension of the 
described analysis strategies to more complex and more 
interesting polymeric materials. 
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